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Abstract

Microgrids (MGs)—the building blocks of the smart grid—are local grids comprising different technologies such as power electronics converters, distributed renewable and non-renewable energy sources, energy storage systems, and telecommunications which can operate either in islanded mode or connected to the main grid. Apart from the obvious benefits of MGs, their introduction into the traditional distribution network raises many new challenges, thus, a hierarchical control concept has been introduced for these systems. While the decentralized primary control of this hierarchy ensures the system stability and adjusts the frequency and voltage according to the active and reactive powers, the secondary control level is often used to regulate the system frequency and voltage to the rated values, eliminating deviations produced by primary level. The tertiary control is in charge of regulating power exchange with external grid or/and with other MGs and includes functions related to efficiency and economic enhancement.

This thesis is focused on development of distributed control strategies for secondary control of autonomous ac and dc MGs to avoid a central controller and complex communication network, thus offering improved reliability and expandability. The special emphasis has been given to consensus-based protocols where the mathematical analysis has been also studied and presented. The proposed methodologies based on this approach are fully distributed meaning that each MG source requires to exchange information with only its direct neighbours through a sparse communication network. Loss of sources and communication links do not affect system operation as long as the communication graph remains connected. Moreover, they are scalable, for that prior knowledge of the system is not required, as a new component enters the MG. The proposed control frameworks for ac MGs include two modules, namely, voltage regulator; and reactive power regulator. The voltage regulator boosts the voltage across the MG to satisfy the global voltage regulation, while the reactive power regulator handles the proportional reactive power sharing considering transmission line impedances. Moreover, the proposed controllers are able to proportionally share the load power even at the presence of different control parameters and initial values.

This thesis also proposes a distributed hierarchical control framework for dc MG clusters to ensure smooth connection and reliable operation of these systems. A decentralize adaptive droop method is introduced for primary
control level which determines droop coefficients according to the state-of-charge (SOC) of batteries automatically. Then a small signal model is developed to investigate effects of the proposed method parameters and the system parameters on the stability of these systems, as well as to tune the control parameters. Finally, a consensus-based distributed control framework is proposed which provides all features of distributed control methods. It eliminates the average voltage deviation over the MGs while regulating the power flow control between the MGs according to their local SOCs at the same time. The proposed approach only needs neighbor-to-neighbor communication through a spars communication infrastructure.

Experimental and simulation studies are presented to demonstrate the application and effectiveness of the proposed strategies in different scenarios.

**Keywords:** Microgrids, DC Microgrid clusters, secondary control, distributed control, cooperative control, sparse communication, adaptive droop, frequency regulation, voltage regulation, proportional power sharing, power flow control.
Abstrakt

Microgrids (MGs)- byggestenene i smart grid- er lokale net, som omfatter forskellige teknologier såsom effektelektroniske omformere, distribuerede vedvarende og ikke-vedvarende energikilder, energilagringssystemer og kommunikation, som kan operere selvstændigt i en en isoleret tilstand eller tilsluttet hovednettet. Bortset fra de åbentlyse fordele ved MGs, forårsager deres indførelse i det traditionelle distributionsnet mange nye udfordringer, hvorfor et hierarkisk styringskoncept er blevet indført til disse systemer. Mens den decentrale primære kontrol i dette hierarki sikrer systemets stabilitet og justerer frekvensen og spændingen i henhold til den aktive og reaktive effekt, bruges det sekundære kontrolniveau ofte til at regulere systemets frekvens og spænding til de nominelle værdier, hvilket fjerner afvigelser producerer af det primære niveau. Den tertiære kontrol er ansvarlig for at regulere effekt-flowet mellem det eksterne net og / eller med andre MGs og indeholder funktioner relateret til effektivitet og økonomisk udbytte.


Denne afhandling foreslår også en distribueret hierarkisk kontrolstruktur for dc MG klynger for at sikre en pålidelig tilslutning og drift af disse

Ekspertimentelle undersøgelser og simuleringer præsenteres for at demonstrere anvendelsen og effektiviteten af de foreslåede strategier i forskellige scenarier.

Nøgleord: Microgrid, DC Microgrid klynger, sekundær kontrol, distribueret kontrol, kooperativ kontrol, sparsom kommunikation, adaptiv droop, frekvensregulering, spændingsregulering, proportional effektfordeling, effekt flow kontrol.
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Introduction

1.1 Microgrids and Hierarchical Control

The electrical power system has been experiencing some major structural changes in the recent years. One of the most affecting changes is the trend from centralized generation and hierarchical structure, where the production follows a top-down principle under strict control of the electricity supply companies towards decentralized producers in the form of distributed generation (DG). This trend is mainly due to the installations of the distributed energy resources (DERs), which include various generators, renewable energy sources (RES) and energy storage systems (ESS). Renewable energy technologies, e.g. photovoltaics (PV) and wind turbines (WT), are characterized by strong fluctuations due to weather conditions, having some major differences from classical large power plants. They are often small units widely distributed, which do not possess the inherent synchronization mechanism of coupled synchronous generators. This continuous shift from centralized power generation to distributed fluctuating power generation, as well as integration of DGs the traditional power system involve several new challenges, particularly regarding the stability of power systems. On the other hand, future power system control concepts must follow the developments in the power generation to a more decentralized and distributed structure. Thus, both the operation of large power system and the analysis of its dynamics require new technologies and new control concepts. One of these concepts that has received increasing interest recently are the so-called Microgrids [1-3].

A microgrid (MG) is defined as a localized cluster of heterogeneous DGs and loads, placed in low voltage (LV) or medium voltage (MV) distribution networks, which is able to be either coupled to the main grid or operates autonomously in isolated mode [4-6]. It is usually interfaced to the grid through a bypass switch at a single point, often referred to as the point of common coupling (PCC) [7] (see Fig. 1.1). Microgrid can ensure power quality independence from utility mains with its ability to perform hot-swap islanding in case of grid contingencies. Conversely, when connected to grid, it appears like a singular and flexible entity from the overhead power system perspective, which makes it a valuable building block in the future Smart Grid.
1.1. Microgrids and Hierarchical Control

Figure 1.1: Configuration of a typical Microgrid

In the grid-connected mode, the voltage of PCC is dominantly determined by the host grid, hence the main role of the MG is to accommodate the local load demand and the active/reactive power generated by the DGs. The MG can participate in reactive power support or regulating the voltage at the point of connection, if it is permitted by the host utility, by injecting reactive power. Moreover, it can help to improve the power quality in the utility grid. In the isolated mode, the MG operates as an independent entity and must provide voltage and frequency regulation as well as active/reactive power balance.

Microgrids are divided into ac MGs [2-14] and dc MGs [8-11], depending on whether DGs and loads are connected on the basis of ac or dc grid. However, hybrids dc-ac MGs [12-14] are often implemented by means of power-electronic interfaces, being necessary to control the power flow between dc and ac parts. Figure 1.1 indicates typical configuration of a MG.

1.1.1 AC Microgrids

At present time, most of DGs especially RESs directly produce dc or variable frequency/voltage AC output power which are not compatible with the ac systems, and hence power electronics interfaces have become the key elements in order to realize the MGs [15]. Examples of the DGs that produce the ac output power include wind turbines, hydro, biogas, and wave turbines [16]. These DGs normally require the ac-dc-ac power converters to enable their stable coupling with the distribution networks. On the other hand, the DGs with dc output power can be connected to the ac bus of the system using dc-ac inverters [17]. In addition,
the dc loads utilize the ac-dc power converters in order to be connected to the ac networks, while the ac loads are directly connected (see Fig. 1.1).

In the power electronic based MGs which entire ac power is injected through the inverters, it is obvious that all control operations are to be ensured through the control of the inverters. The main control objectives in ac MGs are

- Stabilizing the voltages and synchronizing the inverters frequencies to a rated value,
- Sharing the load (active and reactive power) among the inverters proportionally to their ratings,
- Providing ancillary services for the main grid.

1.1.2 DC Microgrids

DC Microgrids have gained research interest recently to facilitate integrating of modern electronic loads and alternative energy sources with dc output type such as PV systems, fuel cells (FC), and ESSs (e.g., secondary battery and super capacitor) [18][22]. Normally, dc MGs are proposed for power supply of applications with sensitive and/or dc loads, e.g., consumer electronics, electric vehicles, naval ships, space crafts, submarines, telecom systems and rural areas [21] which benefits from increased power quality, and higher reliability and efficiency. The advantages of dc MGs are summarized as

- Conversion loss from sources to loads is reduced, thus enhancing the efficiency,
- There is no need for control of frequency and phase, reactive power, and power quality, which are all big challenges in ac MGs,
- No synchronization requirement is needed for DGs to be connected to the dc bus,
- Any blackout or voltage sag that may happen from the grid side does not affect the units inside the dc MG.

Nevertheless, protection is still a big challenge in this new concept for dc systems and it is normally needed to construct new dc distribution lines while implementing dc MGs [8].

Various types of DGs can be used for these dc systems, however, PV and FC are more appropriate to be used as they produce dc power. On the other hand, due to transient response of sources, and the fact that they cannot be always available (in the case of RESs), ESSs are mandatory to be connected to the MG if it is operated in islanded mode [21]. Normally secondary batteries, super capacitors, and flywheels are used as an ESS. Batteries and capacitors can be directly connected to the dc bus, but flywheels are connected through a machine
and a converter \cite{11}. Nevertheless, it is desired to connect the ESSs to the dc bus through converters for full controllability. The main control objectives in dc MGs are

- Regulating the dc voltage at the rated value,
- Sharing the current (power) among the converters proportionally to their ratings,
- Regulation of the current (power) flow from/to an external stiff dc source which can be a medium voltage dc system, another dc MG, or a dc-ac power converter connected to the ac system.

1.1.3 Hierarchical Control of Microgrids

Taking the concept from the traditional power system, the control structure of a MG can be categorized into three hierarchical layers, namely the primary, secondary, and tertiary controls, according to generally accepted terminology in the literature \cite{5}.

The first level of this hierarchy is primary control which responds to system dynamics and ensures that the system voltage and frequency track their setpoints \cite{2,23,24}. Primary control is performed locally for every DG inside the MG, based on local measured signals. This level of control is generally made of inner control loops and droop control. Secondary control is the next level of control which includes slow control loops and low bandwidth communication systems. The main function of secondary control is to perform restorations of voltage and frequency levels to the nominal values by determining the set points for the primary control, shifting the droop characteristics of associated DGs. This level of control is decoupled from primary control by choosing a slower time frame. For example, the primary loop reaches its steady state before the secondary controller updates the set point. Tertiary control is in charge of regulating power exchange with external grid or/and with other MGs. It can also include advanced functions related to efficiency and economic enhancements which constitute a higher management level, commonly referred to as the energy management system (EMS) \cite{25-28}. This level of control sets the long term set points of lower levels based on the information received about the status of the DGs, market signals, and other system requirements.

It should be noted that the bandwidth of control levels gets gradually decreased when climbing up the hierarchy. Although centralized architectures can be used for primary control \cite{29}, decentralized control loops are normally employed at each unit in the MG locally without using digital communication technologies. Unlike primary control, digital communication is required for the upper control levels. Usually, centralized control strategy is utilized for tertiary level, while the secondary control can be implemented in both centralized and distributed way.
1.2 Secondary Control of Microgrids

1.2.1 Why Secondary Control?

Power electronic interfaces became prevalent through voltage source converters (VSC) to integrate emerging DGs. Depending on the objectives and the control structure, a VSC is classified to voltage-controlled VSC and current-controlled VSC. Voltage-controlled VSCs facilitate the voltage and frequency regulation of DGs, while current-controlled VSCs controls the active and reactive power delivery \[30,31\]. For instance, RESs in MPPT mode \[32\] and batteries in charging mode \[33\] are preferred to be used as a current-controlled VSC. However both RESs and ESSs can also participate in voltage and frequency regulation. ESSs, e.g. batteries, are better choice for use as a voltage-controlled VSC because of their bidirectional capability.

Droop control \[34\] is normally employed in the primary control level to be added to the inner control loops for parallel connection of these voltage-controlled VSCs inside the MG, thus sharing power load between them. In ac systems, the droop control strategy has different forms according to the type of the output impedance. The active power-frequency, \(P\omega\), and reactive power-voltage, \(QV\), droops are used when the output impedance is inductive \[34-37\]; the reactive power-frequency, \(Q\omega\), and active power-voltage, \(PV\), droops are employed when the output impedance is resistive \[38\]. However, active power-voltage droop, \(PV\) or output current-voltage droop \(iO\) is utilized for dc systems \[5\].

The main drawback of droop method is poor voltage and frequency (in case of ac MGs) regulation. Once the power sharing is improved among the MG units, the voltage/frequency drop increases. The larger droop gain is, the more voltage/frequency deviation and the more accurate is load sharing between the sources. Therefore, the droop method has an inherent trade-off between voltage/frequency regulation and load sharing. As primary control is not able to return the MG to the normal operating conditions, secondary control is employed to restore the voltage and frequency. In addition, power load sharing can be also achieved between the MG sources by implementing a secondary control loop, in cases the primary control is unable to do that due to line impedances and/or different control parameters \[39,40\].

1.2.2 Secondary Control Strategies

1.2.2.1 Centralized Secondary Control

Conventional secondary controller is unique for the whole MG, relies on centralized communication infrastructure and is, among other functions, implemented within the MG central controller (MGCC) \[5,39,41,42\]. Figure 1.2 shows centralized secondary control architecture for a MG consisting of a number of DG units controlled by local primary control and one central secondary controller, which collects measured variables transferred by means of a low bandwidth commu-
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Figure 1.2: Centralized secondary control structure.

communication system. Those variables are compared with the references in order to calculate appropriate compensation signals by secondary controller, which sends them through dedicated communication channels back to primary control of each unit.

The centralized approach requires point-to-point communication, which adds complexity to the system and compromises its reliability due to a single point of failure issue. Alternatively, distributed control methods have attracted a lot of interests in MG research community recently [43–45], due to their attractive features as they accommodate more reliable and sparse communication networks.

1.2.2.2 Distributed Secondary Control

Distributed secondary control (DSC) is an alternative which avoids a single centralized controller and therefore improves reliability of the MG. The idea is to merge primary and secondary control together into one local controller. However, for proper operation, these local controllers need to talk with their companions, as shown in Fig. 1.3. Their conversation is typically processed through neighboring communication, resulting in a control system that is in literature generally referred to as distributed control [46].

The basic working principle of DSC is to exchange the information through the neighboring communication, by utilizing a distributed protocol and achieving a consensus, e.g. the average value of measured information. As opposed to frequency, voltages are local variables, implying that their restoration can be done either in selected critical buses, or on the total average level. In the latter case, DSC can be exploited to generate a common signal which is compared with a reference and passed through a local PI controller, which produces appropriate control signal to be sent to the primary level for removing associated steady state
Figure 1.3: Distributed secondary control structure.

errors. It should be noted that the type of protocol, which is essential for making the secondary control distributed, influences the feasibility and performance of DSC. Several distributed control methods have been introduced in the literature out of which consensus- [46,47] and gossip-based [48] algorithms have recently received significant attention mostly because of their implicitness and robustness for distributed information exchange over networks.

1.2.3 Main Functions of Secondary Control

The main functions of secondary control are to simultaneously shift the droop characteristics of associated DGs in order to perform restorations of voltage and frequency levels to nominal values while keeping active and reactive power shared between the units. Moreover, secondary control can encompass synchronization loop, as well as power quality regulation capability, optionally. The synchronization control loop can be consider in this level of control to seamlessly connect/disconnect the MG to/from the distribution ac networks [49]. This loop is designed to synchronize the voltage, frequency and phase of MG with the main grid. In addition, global objectives regarding voltage control and power quality of the MG, such as voltage unbalance and harmonic compensation can be also considered as a function for secondary control [50,51]. As the focus of this thesis will be on the main functions of secondary control, we limit our discussion here only to that functions.

1.2.3.1 Frequency and Voltage Regulation

Load frequency control (LFC), as a major function of automatic generation control (AGC) in large power systems, is in its essence a centralized secondary controller based on a slow PI regulator with a dead-band that restores the frequency of the grid when the deviation is higher than a certain value due to mismatch
1.2. Secondary Control of Microgrids

Figure 1.4: Secondary control main functions; (a) frequency restoration in inductive ac MGs, (b) voltage restoration in inductive ac MGs, (c) voltage restoration in dc MGs.

between generation and consumption [52]. Inspired by this idea, a centralized integral secondary controller is implemented in the MGCC in order to regulate the frequency of the MG [2, 5, 53]. Corresponding distributed approach is to use frequency control locally at selected MG units, so that their local controllers slowly add increments to the primary level until the network frequency deviation gets eliminated [54, 56].

As opposed to the network frequency, voltage amplitude is not a global variable. Voltage values will normally be distinct at different connection points in the MG due to line impedances. In large power systems, voltages at generator stations are fixed by local automatic voltage regulators (AVR) which act on the excitation system [57]. In MG, this type of voltage regulation is inherently included into a definition of secondary control. Figure 1.4 shows how secondary control removes frequency and voltage deviation caused by droop control in MGs. For instance, Fig. 1.4(a) demonstrates that the secondary control output signal influences the voltage reference of primary control by shifting the droop lines up and down, so that frequency can finally reach the nominal value.

1.2.3.2 Active/Reactive Power Sharing

In large power systems, sharing of reactive power is typically not a major concern due to capacitive compensation along the transmission lines and at load connection points [57]. On the contrary, it is an important issue in power electronic based MGs. In a typical MG, as sources respond to more power demand, onboard droop controllers reduce their frequency/voltage to handle load sharing and prevent overload. In that sense, precise voltage and frequency measurements are essential to achieve the effectiveness of the droop mechanisms. Unlike frequency, which is a global variable, the voltage varies across the MG due to the distribution line impedances. These voltage mismatches incapacitate the droop mechanism and
result in a poor voltage regulation and load sharing. Similar effect occurs when trying to proportionally share the active power of units using P-V droop in ac MGs with highly resistive lines. Moreover, in dc MGs current/power sharing follows the same phenomenon \cite{19}. A good alternative to share power between the MG units is deploying a power sharing loop in the secondary level. In this control strategy, all the units must reach the same value considering their power rates and obtain the same reference. This way, proportional power sharing can be achieved independently from voltage sensing mismatches or line impedances in the MG.

1.3 Background and Motivation of the Work

Motivated by the mentioned benefits of MGs, academic community has therein found a particularly fertile research field and a notable progress has been made in real-time operation and control of both ac and dc MGs. A particular attention in that sense was devoted to elimination of problems that come with paralleling multiple power electronic converters in ac systems without the use of dedicated communication infrastructure. The early works by Chandorkar et al. \cite{34}, Tuladhar et al. \cite{58} and Coelho et al. \cite{59} transferred the concept of conventional droop control from classical synchronous generators to parallel multiple inverters in inductive networks. Droop control was introduced as a way to ensure the main control objective in MGs, when Lasseter proposed the idea of these small grids for the first time in \cite{1}. Initially reported solutions based on local droop control method showed promising performance for power electronics-interfaced small systems and MGs \cite{15,35,37,60}. Although, classical droop control minimize the communication needs and have plug-and-play capability, its limitations in practical applications have soon come to light: (i) its suitability only for dispatch-able generators, (ii) inherent voltage/frequency deviations, and (iii) inter-dependence of control parameters with power sharing accuracy and stability, to name a few. Therefore, several works have been recently done in the literature to improve performance of the classical droop in the primary level \cite{61,62}.

In this decentralized control approach, differences in the droop coefficients allow the sharing of the total load power requirement among the converters according to a predefined ratio. In the conventional method, a fixed droop coefficient is normally defined according to rated power of converters, however, sometimes is needed to share load power in different ways. In this regard, several adaptive droop methods based on different system parameters have been presented recently for both AC \cite{63,64} and DC \cite{21,22,65,66} MGs. However, this area is still open to research.

Although significant progress has been made for the equal sharing of loads \cite{37,38}, it is still a problem to share loads accurately in proportion to the power ratings of the converters \cite{15,61,67}. To provide accurate proportional load sharing when the conventional droop control scheme is adopted, (i) parallel-operated converters should have the same per-unit impedance, (ii) the droop controllers should generate the same voltage set-point. Both conditions are difficult to meet
in practice, which results in errors in proportional load sharing \[62\]. Depending on the nature of interconnecting power lines, active and reactive power can be more or less decoupled. In inductively dominant lines, active power sharing is always achieved by the droop control method easily as frequency is global in the whole system. However, reactive power is related with voltages and it cannot be accurately distributed due to differences in line impedances that lead to diverse voltage drops \[13, 35\]. Similar effect can also be found for current sharing in DC MGs \[66, 68\]. With dominantly resistive lines, active power sharing would be more problematic \[35\]. One way or another, droop control laws need to be appropriately tuned for MG applications in order to achieve proper load sharing and also accurate voltage and frequency regulation.

Secondary control has been introduced for MGs in the literature \[2, 3\] as an alternative to overcome limitations of the conventional droop control. The first presented works were based on centralized control architecture. A centralized secondary control was proposed in \[5\], to be implemented in MGCC as second level of a control hierarchy in order to remove frequency and voltage deviations. In this work, power sharing has not been taken into account as a task for secondary control. In \[41\], a potential function-based method is introduced for secondary voltage control of MGs. The potential functions associated with each MG units, however, the MGCC is used to minimize each potential function, determining the setpoints. The authors in \[40\] and \[39\] address some limitation of conventional droop control and proposes a central secondary control for reactive power sharing of single-phase MGs. Line impedances which is the main reason that effects reactive power sharing accuracy, has been considered in these works.

The requirements for a central controller and complex communication networks reduce the system reliability. Although it is easy implementing, scalability of the centralized control strategy is not straightforward. Moreover, it has an inherent drawback of the single point of failure, i.e., a failure terminates the secondary control action for all DGs. Additionally, it should be noted that because of the desired plug-and-play capability of MGs, their physical and communication structures can be time varying. Distributed control strategies have attracted a lot of interests as an alternative recently, as it provides easier scalability, simpler communication network, and improved reliability \[46\].

The usage of distributed control for MG application has been considered recently \[43, 45\]. Consensus-based multi-agent schemes have been introduced for different purposes such as load restoration \[43\], fault recovery \[45\] and cooperative frequency control \[44\]. Some distributed secondary control methodologies have been recently proposed for MGs at the same time that this PhD research has been done \[19, 54, 56, 66, 68, 71\]. Secondary voltage and frequency control schemes based on the distributed cooperative control of multi-agent systems are introduced in \[54, 55, 71\] for ac MGs. In these works, reactive power sharing either has not been take into account or it is not enough accurate as the authors has tried to regulate the voltage to a predefined reference. In addition, two separate distributed control
loop are presented to regulate the frequency and active power, which require both frequency and active power measurements. The recent work in [56] extends the primary droop-control by a distributed secondary-control scheme, called the distributed averaging PI (DAPI) controller. This secondary control permits to dynamically regulate the network frequency to its nominal value while preserving the proportional power sharing and without time-scales separation. It gives a novel analytic sufficient and necessary parametric condition for the existence of a unique and locally exponentially stable steady state in a lossless frequency droop-controlled network with constant bus voltages. Nevertheless, voltage regulation was not considered in this work and frequency measurement is still required for this control methodology. Further results and analysis on distributed control of ac MGs can be found in [69]. Similarly, distributed control has been proposed for secondary control of dc MGs. Distributed secondary/primary controllers are introduced in [68] and [66] for voltage regulation and proportional current sharing of dc MGs. The performance of proposed controllers are evaluated by different experimental studies where all features of distributed control are successfully verified. The results show that the proposed controllers precisely handle the transmission line impedances as well.

Although, a lot of research have been done in the field of MGs, no research work exist to improve the stability and reliability of MGs while they are connected. Moreover, overall control of these systems, voltage/frequency regulation, and control of power flow between the MGs is still open to research.

1.4 Thesis Contribution

To address the challenges mentioned in the previous subsection regarding centralized secondary control and also limitation of conventional droop, this thesis proposes distributed secondary strategies for both ac and dc MGs. Three different distributed strategies are studied and introduced in this work: (i) normal averaging method, (ii) gossip-based algorithms [48, 72], and (iii) consensus-based protocols [46, 47]. The control methodology proposed by each of these distributed strategies for ac MGs includes three separate modules; (i) frequency regulator and active power sharing, (ii) voltage regulator, and (iii) reactive power regulator. The first module restore the system frequency to the nominal value and removes the deviations produced by droop control. The voltage regulator maintains the average voltage of the MG at the rated value, while the reactive power regulator monitors the reactive power sharing and adjusts the setpoints to provide power load sharing. Unlike centralized strategy, proposed distributed control methodologies does not require complicated communication and mostly sparse communication can be used to exchange information between the controllers.

The thesis introduces multi-functional distributed consensus-based methodology for droop-controlled ac MGs. The methodology uses dynamic consensus protocol to estimate the average voltage across the MG and accordingly regulates the average voltage of the system on the rated value. Moreover, its reactive
1.5 Thesis Objectives

The research objectives of this thesis are the following:

- To review previous secondary control methods applied to MGs. To study centralized secondary control, and investigate its limitations.
- To study different distributed control strategies for possible implementation on secondary control of both ac and dc Microgrids,
- To develop three different distributed control strategies for secondary control; (i) normal averaging method, (ii) gossip-based algorithms, (iii) consensus-based algorithms, based on the availability and exchange of information between different units.
- To develop distributed control policies for secondary control of droop-controlled ac MGs. The proposed control methodologies will be able to regulate voltage of the system properly while maintaining the power sharing...
properties of droop control even at the presence of line impedances and different control parameters.

- To analyze the proposed consensus-based control methodology mathematically for both steady state and transient response of the system.
- To develop an SOC-based adaptive droop control method for sharing load power in dc Microgrids.
- To develop small-signal stability model for dc Microgrids in order to study impact of different parameters of the system on the stability. To study effect of line impedances between dc MG clusters on the stability of the system.
- To develop distributed voltage controller to regulate voltage in dc MGs and dc MG clusters. To establish a cooperative algorithm for regulating power flow between dc MGs in a cluster.

Performance of proposed control methodologies will be realized by means of simulation and experimental verification. Simulation studies was considered for verification of proposed control strategies for dc MGs, where dc voltage of 48 V was chosen for all the simulations. However, all the proposed control strategies for ac MGs was verified using experimental setups in Green Power Lab (GPL) and Intelligent Microgrid Laboratory (IMGL) at Department of Energy Technology, Aalborg University. Rated voltage and frequency of the ac MG system was selected 230 V and 50 Hz.

1.6 Thesis Outline

This thesis is organized in ten chapters and one appendix, as follows:

Chapter 2 presents the first paper, published in IEEE Transactions on Power Electronic. This paper demonstrates application of the first proposed distributed approach, normal averaging method, for secondary voltage and frequency control of ac MGs as well as reactive power sharing. Details of centralized secondary control and its advantages/disadvantages is presented in the paper. The operation of proposed approach is verified through on-site experimental results. The performance of proposed strategy in response to large disturbances as well as communication impairments, e.g., delay and packet loss, is assessed and compared with the centralized secondary control.

Chapter 3 presents the second paper, published in IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics. This paper introduces the distributed gossip-based algorithm and studies its application for secondary control of ac MGs. Similar to the first paper, three control modules are proposed to achieve frequency, voltage and reactive power regulation. Real-time simulation and experimental studies are both presented in order to evaluate the feasibility and robustness endowed by the proposed algorithm.
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Chapters 4 presents a conference paper which introduces the distributed consensus-based control frameworks for droop-controlled ac MGs. This paper presents two separate distributed control modules. The paper introduces a voltage regulator that maintains the average voltage of the system on the rated value, keeping all bus voltages within an acceptable range. Moreover, a reactive power regulator is introduced in this paper that dynamically fine-tunes the droop coefficients to handle the proportional reactive power sharing. Simulation studies are used to verify the proposed control methodology, where different test scenarios such as load change, link failure, DG outage are carried out. In the Journal version of paper, mathematical analysis will be done for all the modules separately, and experimental studies are performed to verify the effectiveness of proposed control methodology.

Chapter 5 presents the work proposed in a conference paper. The paper develops small signal model for dc MGs and dc MG clusters. Impact of different parameters on the stability of these systems are investigated. Then, an active-damping method which is a feed-forward compensation loop, is proposed to stabilize dc MG clusters when they are connected. The paper is concluded with verification of simulation results.

Chapter 6 presents the third Journal paper, accepted to be published in IEEE Transactions on Energy Conversion. This paper proposes a distributed hierarchical control framework to ensure reliable operation of dc MG clusters. An adaptive droop method is proposed for the primary level which determines droop coefficients according to SOC of batteries automatically. Distributed consensus-based policies are then introduced to regulate dc voltage among the MGs and to manage the power flow between the MGs. In order to analyse the system stability and also to tune the proposed control control parameters, a small signal model developed in Chapter 5 is expanded for interconnected dc MGs including all the control loops. The effectiveness of proposed hierarchical scheme is verified through detailed hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulations.

Chapter 7 discusses conclusions of the thesis, summarizes its contributions, and recommends directions for future works.
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Concluding remarks

In this final chapter, the key findings of the thesis are presented and arising conclusions are summarized. Then, the novelties of the methods that have been developed are highlighted by comparison of their respective features with existing approaches, showing the actual scientific contributions. Finally, some possibilities of the future research framework that may arise from the one carried out within this thesis is suggested.

7.1 Summary

This thesis proposes distributed control strategies for secondary control of islanded ac and dc Microgrids to improve their reliability and expandability. The multifunctional distributed secondary controllers were developed for frequency and voltage regulation, proportional load power sharing of islanded ac MGs, as well as for voltage and power flow regulation of dc MG clusters.

The first distributed approach, normal averaging, and its specific operational requirements for autonomous ac MGs was carried out in chapter 2 where the first published paper has been presented. The operation of proposed approach was tested through on-site experimental results. The performance of proposed strategy in response to large disturbances as well as communication impairments, e.g., delay and packet loss, was assessed and compared with the centralized secondary control. The results showed better performance of the proposed distributed approach in comparison to the central one. Nevertheless, the proposed distributed policy has some drawbacks: (i) although the secondary controllers are embedded locally, all sources must communicate with all other sources in order to calculate the average of information, and hence the method still requires complicated communication. While this is potentially feasible in parallel operation, in more general MG scenarios it is likely impractical. (ii) the gains of the frequency controller must be finely tuned in order to maintain active power sharing provided by droop control. (iii) The gains of distributed reactive power regulators must be also the same in order to have proportional reactive power sharing. In addition, transmission line impedance has not been considered while regulating reactive power.

The gossip-based distributed approach was introduced in Chapter 3 where the
second published paper has been presented. Similar to the first approach presented in Chapter 2, the application of this distributed method for secondary control of ac MGs was studied. The proposed methodology consists of three control modules, i.e. frequency regulation, voltage regulation, and reactive power regulation. Real-time simulation and experimental studies were both presented in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The results indicated robustness and effectiveness of the proposed distributed algorithm even at the presence of communication impairments. As gossip-based distributed algorithms are asynchronous, the proposed scheme requires synchronization and transmission scheduling among MG sources, which can be also established using gossip algorithms and could be executed in the initial, set-up phase of the network. Nevertheless, distributed synchronization and scheduling should be re-established whenever the network topology changes, and the corresponding communication exchanges triggered by detection of such events.

Chapters 4 has been devoted to development of distributed consensus-based protocols and its application for secondary control of ac MGs. The proposed consensus-based methodology has addressed all the challenges in the first and second methods and does not have any of the mentioned problems. It consists of two parts in general, namely, voltage regulator, and reactive power regulator. The proposed control framework provides all that operational requirements even when the gains of controllers are not the same and the transmission line impedance is not neglected. For the purpose of validation of newly developed control methodology, simulation results for an islanded MG test includes four VSC-based sources were performed. The reported results have shown excellent behaviour in terms of distributed control features, e.g. disturbance rejection, plug-and-play, communication link failure, inverter failure. To sum up, the proposed methodologies using consensus-based, in comparison to the previous two distributed policies, are fully distributed meaning that each MG source requires to exchange information with only its direct neighbours through a sparse communication network. Mathematical analysis for both steady state and transient response of the methodology and also experimental studies have been presented in the journal version of the work.

The small signal model was developed for dc MGs and dc MG clusters from the control point of view in Chapter 5. The model was utilized to assess the stability of these systems, taking into account the system parameters, constant power loads (CPLs) as well as line impedances between the MGs. The results showed that negative impedance of CPLs have negative impact on damping and stability of the system. In addition, when connecting dc MGs if the line inductance becomes bigger and the line resistance gets smaller than some special values, the system moves toward unstable region. Moreover, the active-damping method which is a feed-forward compensation loop, was proposed to stabilize dc MG clusters when they are connected. Drawback of this compensation loop is that it requires fast digital communication to receive the disturbance currents.

The consensus-based distributed hierarchical control was introduced for dc MG
clusters in Chapter 6 to ensure smooth connection and reliable operation of these systems. To determine droop coefficients according to batteries parameters adaptively rather than power rate of converters, the decentralized adaptive droop method was proposed. The small signal model developed in Chapter 6 was an important asset for proper design of adaptive droop functions. Distributed consensus-based policies were then introduced to regulate dc voltage among the MGs and to manage the power flow between the MGs. The methodology is fully distributed, i.e. a sparse communication infrastructure is only required and it provides all aforementioned features of distributed control. Finally, the developed small signal model was expanded for MG clusters with all the proposed control loops. The effectiveness of proposed hierarchical scheme was verified through detailed hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulations.

All the proposed control strategies and studies were performed in Matlab Simulink® environment and dSPACE® 1103/1006 which is a real-time platform used as an interface between the electrical part and control part.

7.2 Contributions

The concrete contributions that arose from the work performed within this PhD research can be brought out as follows:

- Development of three different distributed control strategies for secondary control of MGs, and enhancement of reliability of these systems by eliminating central controllers.

- Development of fully distributed dynamic consensus protocol and cooperative algorithm for voltage regulation and proportional reactive power sharing which is operational at the presence of line impedances and different control parameters. The fundamental principles of proposed strategy is presented in Chapter 4.

- Development of small signal model for assessing stability analysis and tuning control parameters of dc MGs and dc MG clusters. Moreover, the adaptive, SOC based, droop method has been proposed in order to accommodate the parallel operation of multiple paralleled battery in MGs stacks in both charging and discharging conditions. The adaptive droop method was elaborated in Chapter 6. The developed model was presented in Chapter 5 but also used in Chapter 6.

- Development of the cooperative consensus-based algorithm and the dynamic consensus protocol for secondary control of dc MG clusters that is able to not only control the voltage within acceptable range across the MGs but also regulates power flow between them. This contribution is accomplished in Chapter 6.
7.3 Future Work

This dissertation proposes novel strategies and introduces new concepts. The results from this thesis may be used as a groundwork for several future research directions at both a scientific and industrial level:

- Distributed control for power quality enhancement: As already mentioned in the introduction part of the thesis, power quality enhancement is an optional function that has been recently defined for secondary control of MGs. This thesis was focused on the main functions of secondary control, i.e. frequency and voltage regulation, and also proportional load power sharing. Therefore, application of distributed control protocols for power quality issues is still open to research.

- Grid connection of MGs - This aspect has not been studied in this thesis as the focus was on distributed control of the MG sources in autonomous mode. However, in a future scenario where MGs will be connected to the main grid for participation in grid support services, the power exchange between the bulk grid and MG may lead up to new control priorities. Thus, distributed control strategies could be a proper alternative.

- Hierarchical control of multiple ac MG clusters: This thesis proposed distributed hierarchical control for dc MG clusters. However, similar concepts can be also used for ac MGs but considering total power rate of MGs for power flow regulation among them.

- Nonlinear control strategies for secondary control: As some of the robust nonlinear controllers already showed superior performance in comparison with their linear counterparts, realization of PI controllers in secondary control using nonlinear controllers may give a promising research direction.

- Application of proposed distributed protocols for the other systems: New concepts such as HEV charging stations has been already researched for frequency supports. These systems could be a good application for distributed control algorithms to participate not only in the frequency supports but also in voltage regulation.
7.3. Future Work
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